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Let’s do some 
introductions.

Welcome.
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Housekeeping

  • Post questions in Q&A

  • Live Tweet   

  • #BCHCHPPSeries         

  • #PlanHhealthypublicpolicy

  • Recorded Session

  • Post-webinar Survey Link



A team of planners, public health specialists and 
community engagement practitioners, operating 
at the intersection of planning and public health.

Province-wide not-for-profit facilitating the 
ongoing development of communities where it’s 
easier for people to be healthy and well.

About BC Healthy 
Communities

PlanH
Grantee



Supports local government engagement 
and partnerships across sectors for creating 
healthier communities.

Partnership with the Ministry of Health, 
supporting the province’s health promotion 
strategy.

About PlanH



About Healthy Public 
Policy and This Series
Healthy Public Policy (HPP) creates the conditions for thriving, 
equitable communities.

HPP is one of the most powerful instruments available to local 
governments to improve the lives of their constituents.

HPP is an established avenue toward creating higher-level, 
structural change.



 •Create conditions for thriving, equitable 
communities

 •Promote a powerful vehicle available to local 
governments to improve the lives of their 
constituents

 •Establish avenues toward creating higher-level, 
structural change

 •Affirm everyone plays an important role in this 
policy process and we are delighted to see the 
wide variety of attendees at our series

Purpose of HPP Series



Today, our intention is that you 
learn to identify:
 •Where you are in the policy process

 •Where you can intervene for policy change

 •How you can make an intervention

 •How you will know you influenced or changed policy
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National Collaborating Centre for Healthy Public Policy

Our mandate

Our projects

• Analyzing Public Policies

• Climate Change

• Health in All Policies

• Health Inequalities

• Health Impact Assessment

• Knowledge Sharing

• Population Mental Health and Wellness

• Public Health Ethics

• Public Health Infrastructure

Support public health actors in their efforts to develop and promote 
healthy public policies
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What is healthy public policy?
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“Healthy public policy improves the 
conditions under which people live: 

secure, safe, adequate and 
sustainable livelihoods, lifestyles, and 

environments,

including, housing, education, 
nutrition, information exchange, child 

care, transportation, and necessary 
community and personal social and 

health services.” 

(Milio, 2001)

Departments 
commonly found in local government:



Public Health, meet Local Government
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• Overlap does not equal collaboration

• Inputs in the policy process by diverse actors

• Added value of input by public health actors:

Public policy Healthy public policy            
Consideration of health and wellness impacts 

Enhanced consideration of equity

⇒ How does this conversation happen?



Three points of entry
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How does knowledge-
sharing happen? 
• Producer-push
• User-pull
• Exchange
(Lavis et al., 2003)

Framework adapted for 
policy development  
(Morestin, 2015)

Public health
actors sharing 

their knowledge

Local gov’t actors 
perceiving a need 
for public health 

knowledge

Reception 
by local 

gov’t actors

Knowledge-
seeking 

strategies

Consideration 
by local gov’t 

actors

Ongoing collaboration 
between LG and PH actors1

3

2



1. Ongoing collaboration
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• Sustained relationships

• Takes time (years) to establish, but worth it: mutual understanding, trust

⇒ Knowledge-sharing is timely and relevant 

• Collaboration may be informal or formalized

• Time horizon of formal collaboration:

Temporary Longer term
E.g.: grant E.g.: MOU

(Morestin, 2019, 2020)



2. Initiative by local government actors
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Expectations with regard to PH knowledge: 

• Well-established expertise

• Detailed knowledge of the local population (demographics, etc.)

• Evidence about effective interventions: “Bring the proof to the table”

• New ideas on how to approach certain problems

• Credibility / “Convincing power”

(Morestin, 2020)

Local gov’t actors 
perceiving a need 
for public health 

knowledge



2. Initiative by local government actors
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Obstacles:
• Lack of resources (including HR and time)
• Not familiar with PH resources / tools
• Not familiar with PH issues
• Not familiar with PH actors

More used to working with private consultants

⇒ Accessibility of PH resources and people 

(Lefebvre et al., 2022; Morestin, 2019; St-Louis, 2020)



3. Initiative by public health actors
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• Most frequent scenario

• What for?
Put problems and/or solutions on the policy agenda

or
Tweak solutions under review to make them healthier

• Adding to the policy agenda vs. helping address it

(Morestin, 2017)

Public health
actors sharing 

their knowledge



3. Initiative by public health actors
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What makes knowledge relevant to LG actors?
• Concrete, specific recommendations
• Local data
• Data/solutions from similar municipalities

Consideration of rural vs. urban

• Relevance also is about timeliness

(Morestin, 2019, 2020; St-Louis, 2020)

Public health
actors sharing 

their knowledge

Reception 
by local 

gov’t actors

Consideration 
by local gov’t 

actors

RELEVANCE



3. Initiative by public health actors… and/or allies
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• Community organizations, experts from other sectors, 
citizens groups, local business community, etc.

• Stronger together

• Complementarity of roles

Often, PH is on the periphery

(Bendaoud, 2020; Clavier et al., 2022; de Leeuw, 2020)



A final word on equity
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Who proposes policy options? Who participates in their development?

PH actors: do not neglect “bottom-up sources of knowledge” (Pamuk, 2022)

Added value of working with allies, e.g., community organizations

LG actors, be aware of:
• Who you invite to sit at the table 
• How to enable participation in public hearings

⇒ Expertise of community organizations in 
mobilizing “hard-to-reach” populations

(Canadian Urban Institute, 2022; Hagan, 2019; PlanH, 2019)

“Usually the populations we don’t reach are 
the populations that have multiple jobs… so 
that they can’t come out; people with 
language barriers; sometimes sort of either 
the young or the elderly” (LG staff member)
“Most of these events that were held – they 
were all white people like me” (NGO 
representative)

(in Hagan, 2019)
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You’re interested in this topic?

https://www.ccnpps.ca/
mailto:florence.morestin@inspq.qc.ca


BC Healthy Communities

Stephanie Neilson



“Close observation of how public policies are actually 
made and executed leads to a more complicated--
but more realistic--picture of outcomes affected by 
personality, chance, imperfect understanding, and 
negotiation.”
                                                   Fred Carden, 2009, p. 19



14 | Creating Healthy Public Policies: Regional Social Planning

Opportunities for Influence 
 •3 Streams = problems, solutions, and politics

 •Champion and policy windows

 •Research as data, ideas, or argument

 •Policy windows provide opportunity for change

 •A champion needs to be ready to move when the window opens

 •Not a linear process



“As I see it, people who are trying to advocate 
change are like surfers waiting for the big wave. 
You get out there, you have to be ready to go, 
you have to be ready to paddle.  If you’re not 
ready to paddle when the big wave comes along, 
you’re not going to ride it in.”

John Kingdon





Using an Equity Lens: An Example
 •Research as ideas used as “enlightenment function”

 •BCHC researched equity and then developed tools & resources

 •Share tools and resources with grant communities

 •Allow idea of equity to percolate and permeate throughout the 
province; now we work with others who champion the ideas, tools, 
resources and have also created their own

 •Over time, more equitable policies will become the norm



Equity and Equality

 

 



How will you know if you 
influence or change policy?
Expanding Policy Capacity

 • Improving the knowledge of certain actors 

 • Supporting recipients to develop innovative ideas 

 • Improving capabilities to communicate ideas 

 • Developing new talent for research and analysis

Broadening Policy Horizons
 • Providing opportunities for networking/learning within the jurisdiction or with colleagues 
elsewhere 

 • Introducing new concepts to frame debates, putting ideas on the agenda, or stimulating public 
debate 

 • Educating researchers and others who take up new positions with broader understanding of 
issues 

 • Stimulating quiet dialogue among decision makers

Affecting Policy Regimes
 • Modification of existing programs/
policies 

 • Fundamental re-design of programs/
policies



City of Kelowna - Types of Policy Influence
  • Received $15,000 PlanH Healthy Public Policy grant 

  • Develop a tool to support the City’s commitment to building an 
equitable community 

  • Policy and Planning Department led and acted as a guide for how 
other departments could incorporate an equity lens  

  • City staff and external partners built capacity about equity and 
made new connections 

  • Reached out to other municipalities doing similar work and to 
explore best practices and lessons learned



Expanding Policy Capacity
  • Tools and resources from PlanH and BCHC provided knowledge 

and information

  • Worked with different departments and external partners to gain 
perspectives

  • Held workshops to build capacity around equity

  • Research and analysis used to develop a framework for the City

Broadening Policy Horizons
  • Equity a new concept that City staff are defining, debating and 

using in their own context 

  • Opportunities to share with colleagues in other municipalities and 
explore best practices and lessons learned about applying this 

Affecting Policy Regimes
  • Modifying existing policies by using the equity framework



Conclusion

 •Context-- knowing and understanding your setting

 •Timing and receptivity 

 •Understanding your audience and how to reach them 



Session Recap
 •An intentional focus on collaboration is needed

 •Navigate healthy public policy pathways with a policy tool

 •Moving forward together makes us all healthier 

 •Healthy public policies can change the way we live, work, and 
enjoy life together 



Questions and Answers



Call to Action
 •Visit our Healthy Public Policy page on PlanH.ca

 •Speak with our Healthy Communities staff about topics including land-use 
and social planning, equity community engagement design, local economic 
development and active transportation

 •Take the National Collaborating Centre for Healthy Public Policy’s online 
course: A Framework for Analyzing Public Policies 

 •Review our library of previous HPP webinars

 •Stay tuned for more webinars in 2023

 •Apply for our HPP Grants in 2023



Thank you!
Contact:

Florence Morestin, National Collaborating Centre for Healthy Public Policy

florence.morestin@inspq.qc.ca 

Stephanie Neilson, BC Healthy Communities 

stephanie@bchealthycommunities.ca

Connie Allsopp, BC Healthy Communities

connie@bchealthycommunities.ca 

 
www.planh.ca
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